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1. Literature review process
We performed a systematic literature review (SLR) on robot-based interventions targeting
emotion-related skills for children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). According to guidelines
proposed by Kitchenham et al. [1], we started with defining research questions. We focused on
psychological as well as technical aspects, related to the use of robots in therapy of children with
ASD. We finished up with seven research questions, and a summary of the SLR scheme is
provided in Table 1, followed by a more detailed explanation.
Table 1. Summary of SLR step-by-step. Abbreviations: PRISMA = Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses; RQ = Research question; yellow color: Papers with total rank
between 4 and 7 were classified to the next phase of analysis; green color: Papers with a total rank equal
to or greater than 4 and those which in the previous stage obtained a total rank of 8 were qualified for full
text analysis.
Step

Results

1. Setting up
research questions

RQ1: What robots are used in interventions in children in autism?
RQ2: What emotions are of interest in children with autism?
RQ3: What emotion-related skills are addressed in interventions using
robots?
RQ4: What are challenges of emotional natura in child-robot interaction
in autism?
RQ5: Are there any recommendations/lessons learned regarding
interventions in autism using robots?

2. Defining
keywords and
search string

(emotion OR affective OR emotional OR affect)
AND (autism OR ASD OR ASC OR autistic OR "pervasive
disorder")
AND (children OR child OR young)
AND (robot OR SAR OR RAT OR robotic OR humanoid)
AND (intervention OR learn OR learning OR teach OR
teaching OR tutoring OR therapy OR coaching)

3. Decisions on
search engines,
inclusion and
exclusion criteria

Scopus, Web of Science, PubMed
Inclusion criteria: all years, all type of document, papers that focus on
using robots in intervention for children with autism spectrum disorder,
papers that report trials with at least 1 child, emotion-related skills are
addressed in interventions
Exclusion criteria: full text of the paper is not available, the paper is
written in a language other than English

4. Data extraction

All three databases, by topic, resulted in 440 papers (312 after removal of
duplicates)

5. Multiple-phase
selection based on
quality criteria and
research question

Manual annotating by 5 independent annotators - 4 per tagging stage.
Scale: 2 (relevant), 1(not sure), 0(not relevant)
Papers with total score 8:
Papers with total score 7:
Papers with total score 6:

31
8
10

Papers with total score 5:
27
Papers with total score 4:
60
Papers with total score 3:
21
Papers with total score 2:
17
Papers with total score 1:
41
Papers with total score 0:
97
Qualified to reading abstract after title tagging: 105.
Papers with total score 8:
15
Papers with total score 7:
3
Papers with total score 6:
7
Papers with total score 5:
3
Papers with total score 4:
23
Papers with total score 3:
18
Papers with total score 2:
16
Papers with total score 1:
5
Papers with total score 0:
15
Qualified to reading full text after title and abstract tagging: 82.
6. Final selection of
papers and
snowballing
technique

15 additional papers came from snowballing technique (7 after removing
duplicates)
82+7=89 papers to read
53 qualified for detailed analysis and reporting

7. Extraction of the
key findings

For each paper we tag:
- number of children in the study (with ASD or typically developing),
- wording about children (using expression "child with autism" vs
"autistic child"),
- emotions analysed or discovered, encountered, by surprise or
intentionally,
- emotion-based skills trained in interventions with the use of a robot,
- robots used.
We also note challenges/recommendations or other relevant
observations.

8. Reporting
systematic review

Apart from this technical report a publication following the PRISMA
statement is planned [2].

For our previous SLR on emotion recognition in children with ASD [3], we used the
following seven scientific databases: ACM Digital Library, Elsevier Science direct, IEEE Xplore,
Scopus, SpringerLink, Web of Science, and PubMed. About 80 percent of search results came
from three of them: Scopus, Web of Science, and PubMed. Therefore, we chose these three
databases for the present literature search. Scopus and Web of Science are among the most
popular scientific databases in technical sciences. PubMed is among the most important for
scientists in medical and psychological domains.
In order to obtain optimal search results, we considered fields in databases such as title
and topic. Number of obtained results for each database and search field is presented in Table 2.
For PubMed we present two numbers for the topic field. The one in parenthesis is number of
records while considering all fields. We decided to use it because it is a number comparable with
the values for the topic field for other databases and the other one is equal to 0.

Table 2. Number of obtained results for the specified query
#

Database

Search field
Title

Topic

Scopus

13

183

Web of Science

11

176

PubMed

1

0 (81)

Finally, we decided to use the topic field only, because 25 records is definitely not
enough.
After collecting results from different databases, we unified the file format and merged
all records to remove duplicates and perform initial analysis. First, papers were evaluated for
their title and relevance to research questions by four annotators. The relevance was measured
on the three-points scale: 0 – irrelevant, 1 – somehow relevant, 2 – strongly relevant. Papers with
total rank between 4 and 7 were classified to the next phase of analysis (marked in yellow in
Table 1). These papers were reassessed for relevance to the research questions based on the
content of their abstracts. The number of annotators and the relevance scale remained the same.
Documents with a total rank equal to or greater than 4 and those which in the previous stage
obtained a total rank of 8 were qualified for full text analysis (marked in green in Table 1). Papers
scored less than 4 were excluded automatically.
We qualified 82 papers for reading full text after title and abstract tagging. We added 15
additional papers by a snowballing technique. We derived most of them from the previous SLR
on emotion recognition in children with ASD [3]. These are articles that did not meet all
inclusion criteria in the previous SLR, but may include answers to the research questions of this
SLR. We removed 8 of the 15 additional articles as they were already among the 82 papers
qualified after the selection, resulting in a final number of 89 publications that qualified for
reading full text.
From 89 papers only 53 were qualified for detailed analysis and reporting. We excluded 6
papers - 4 were unavailable, 2 were written in French. Other 30 papers were excluded after
reading because there were no children with ASD, no robot was used, no emotion-related skills
are addressed in interventions and no emotions monitored in human-robot interaction.
However, we agreed to also include papers that do not satisfy these criteria, if they bring some
value like a well-described challenge or guideline. Results from this phase of SLR are presented
in Figure 1.
We prepared forms in spreadsheets for the extraction of the key findings in interventions
regarding robots and emotional skills in children with ASD. We were interested in many aspects,
e.g., which emotion-related skills are addressed in interventions using robots, which robots are
used, if and which emotions are monitored in human-robot interaction. We made notes about
the number of children in the study (with ASD or typically developing), their gender and age. We
also wanted to note all challenges, recommendations and other relevant observations reported in

the articles. We agreed that each annotator could extend the forms, i.e. by adding new emotions
or skills that were not considered at the beginning of this study.

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram for the systematic review.

2. Study participants
2.1. Children with ASD vs. typically developing children
Forty-one of 53 articles included participants. One study (T25) included adults only. The other
40 studies investigated children. Thirty-nine of these 40 studies included children with ASD
whereas eleven of these studies included typically developing controls. One study (T47) included
one typically developing child, but no children with ASD. The total number of participants
included by the 41 studies with participants is 756 (min: 1, max: 137, mean: 18.44, median: 10,
standard deviation: 25; rounded to two decimals). Of these, 445 were children with ASD and 311
were typically developing participants (137 of these were adults; T25). Twenty studies included 9
or fewer participants respectively; twenty-one studies included 10 or more participants
respectively.

2.1.1. Subgroups of participants with ASD
Twenty-five studies included in this SLR investigated participants with ASD and did not specify
in their articles whether these children belonged to certain subgroups of ASD. Some studies,
however, described their participants by reporting them to belong to ASD subgroups (Figure 2).
The most frequently included subgroup is the ‘high functioning’ subgroup, followed by the ‘low
functioning’ subgroup. It remains open whether the subgroups ‘Asperger’ and ‘high functioning’
and the subgroups ‘ASD + Intellectual Disability’ and ‘low functioning’ have the same inclusion
criteria respectively and could thus be grouped together.

Figure 2. Number of articles including participants of ASD subgroups and participants with ASD without
assignment to subgroups.

2.2. Gender
Thirty of the 39 studies including participants with ASD provided information about the gender
of the participants with ASD: The gender of a total of 390 participants with ASD was reported.
Of these, ten studies included only male participants. From all studies together, 323 participants
with ASD were reported to be males (min: 1, max: 52, mean: 10.77, median: 8.5, standard
deviation: 11.23) and 67 participants with ASD were reported to be females (min: 0, max: 9,
mean: 2.23, median: 2, standard deviation: 2.49). Of the 20 studies including both male and
female participants, two studies included an equal amount of female and male participants (T19,
T55), two studies included more females than males (T68 , S7), and the remaining 16 studies
included more males than females.
2.3. Age
The adult participants of T25 were between 21 and 63 years old (mean: 34.5, standard deviation:
9.6). Thirty-five of the 40 studies including children provided information on the age of the
participants. Of these, 30 studies provided the exact ages or the age ranges of the participants.
The participants of these 30 studies were between 2 and 20 years old: The youngest participant
of the studies was 2-14 years (rounded to full years) respectively (mean: 5.83, median: 5, standard
deviation: 3.02); the oldest participant of the studies was 2-20 years (rounded to full years)
respectively (mean: 10.47, median: 11, standard deviation: 4.32). Two of the 30 studies included
only one participant; for the remaining 28 studies we calculated the number of years between the
youngest and the oldest child: it was 0 to 13 years respectively (mean: 4.96, median: 4, standard
deviation: 3.4). The five studies that did not provide age ranges either provided the mean age of

the participants (T2: 9.03 years, T17: 10 years, T27: 11.4 years, T77: 2.5 years), or the mean age
and the standard deviation (S4: 5.4±1.5 years).

2.4. Wordings used to refer to participants
Articles used different wordings to refer to participants with ASD and TD participants (Table 3).
The most often used wording for children with ASD was ‘child(ren) with ASD’ and the often
used wording for TD children was ‘typically developing child(ren)’.
The wording ‘child(ren) with ASD’ was used by articles published from the years 2008 to
2020 (median: 2017). The wording ‘child(ren) with autism’ was used by articles published
between 2002 and 2019 (median: 2017). ‘Autistic child(ren)’ was used by articles published from
the years 2002 to 2020 (median: 2015). ‘Child(ren) on/with autism spectrum’ was used in articles
published in 2017 and 2019. The wording ‘autism child(ren)’ was used by an article published in
2018. The wording ‘typically developing child(ren)’ was used by articles published between 2014
and 2019 (median: 2018). ‘Neurotypical child(ren)’ was used in articles published between 2015
and 2019. ‘Normal child(ren)’ was used by articles published between the years 2012 and 2018.
The wording ‘typical individual(s)’ was used by an article published in 2008.
Table 3. Articles using the given wordings to refer to the participants. Some articles are listed twice or
more often because they used two or more wordings.
Wording

Articles

Child(ren) with ASD

T2, T5, T6, T8, T9, T13, T14, T16, T17, T20, T21, T27,
T28, T29, T32, T36, T37, T40, T63, T72, S3, S4, S7

Child(ren) with autism

T8, T19, T23, T25, T26, T47, T63, S2, S4, S7, S8

Autistic child(ren)

T2, T18, T41, T42, T47, T73, S2, S3, S4

Child(ren) on/with autism spectrum

T9, T24

Autism child(ren)

T73

Typically developing child(ren)

T5, T6, T14, T20, S4, S7, S8

Neurotypical child(ren)

T8, T13, T17, T42

Normal child(ren)

T41, T47, T73, S3

Typical individual(s)

T63

3. Robots
3.1. Types of robots and their popularity
The articles referred to 32 robots. We have divided them into five categories: humanoid,
animal/creature, mobile robot, ball-shaped robot, and other. There are 14 robots in the
humanoid category. Various versions of the Darwin-Mini robot from Robotis were used in the
research: the Darwin OP (T34) and its newer version, the Darwin OP2. Another humanoid
robot listed in the table has appeared in articles under several names: Zeno R-50 (T42), ZECA

(T49, S7), Robokind Zeno R25 (T40). We decided to call it "ZECA" as it stands for "Zeno
Engaging Children with Autism".
Five robots, physically resembling animals, and three non-animals, with characteristics
indicating that they were intended to resemble a living creature, were assigned to the "animal /
creature" category. The animal-like robots included the dinosaur (dinosaur robot Pleo), penguin
(PABI), monkey (SAM), parrot (Semi-autonomous KiliRo robot) and dog (Zoomer dog). The
other robots assigned to this category are: a small, yellow snowman (Keepon), a creature
resembling a droplet with an eye (Muu), and a creature resembling an elephant or Alf from the
sitcom of the same title (Probo).
The next category includes six mobile robots. Five of them are remote-controlled robots.
Three of these five, in addition to the possibility of remote control, have additional functions
such as blowing bubbles to attract child's attention and maintain engagement (Bubble blower),
displaying facial expressions of emotions on an attached mobile device (ROMO), moving its
arms and emitting noise to check the expression of negative emotions in facial expression and
body posture in response to fear (Remote-controlled robot). The sixth robot (Labo-1) is
equipped with infrared sensors, as well as a heat sensor. Using these sensors, the robot is able to
avoid obstacles and can follow a heat source such as a child. Additionally, the robot includes a
speech synthesiser unit and is able to produce short spoken phrases using a neutral intonation.
The fourth category includes ball-shaped robots. We decided not to assign them to the
mobile robots category, but to separate them due to their increased possibility of tactile
interaction (i.e., kicking, picking up and holding). Like mobile robots, these also have additional
functions besides movement. The Sphero uses built-in LEDs to have the effect of flashing and
fading multicolored lights. Both robots have the function of emitting sound. Sphero plays music
and Roball has the ability to communicate by vocal messages using a single chip device for voice
recording and playback.
The last category contains other robots that have not been assigned to the described
categories. The RBB robot has an arm with a basketball hoop attached to it. It can move in all
directions (x, y and z axis) at different speeds with soft background music. The TWC looks like a
soft, animal-shaped pillow. This robot was not assigned to the animal / creature category for the
same reason that the ball-shaped robots were not assigned to the mobile robot category - more
physical interaction (it is a wearable robot). TWC has four paws so that the child can wear it
around the neck. There are sensors in the paws that detect the touch of the child and RGB LED
strips that can illuminate them with different colors. There are speakers in the animal's head
through which it is possible for a child to listen to brief sounds or music.
Table 4. Types of robots
Robot type

Robot name

Articles

humanoid

NAO

T2, T8, T9, T14, T16, T18, T25, T27,
T37, T41, T47, T50, T73, S3, S6, S8

Darwin-Mini (from Robotis)

T13, T17, T25, T30, T31, T34

ZECA (Zeno Engaging Children with
Autism)

T40, T42, T49, S7

Kaspar

T19, T28, T54

iRobiQ

T23, T26, T32

CARO

T23, T26, T32

FACE (an android face, developed by
Hanson Robotics)

T54, T58

Autonomous social robot

T72

Bandit

T54

Infanoid

T54

Lego Mindstorms NXT

T53

R-50 Alice

S4

Robota

T54

Tito

T54

Keepon

T21, T54, T68

dinosaur robot Pleo

T36, T54

Probo

T51, T55

Muu

T54

PABI

T48

SAM

T20

Semi-autonomous KiliRo robot

T24

Zoomer dog

T6

ROMO

T13, T17, T30, T31, T39, S1

Bubble blower

T54

GIPY-1

T56

Labo-1

S2

Rovio (WowWee)

T37

Remote-controlled robot

T5

ball-shaped
robot

Sphero

T77

Roball

T54

other

a new concept of social robot, called
transitional wearable companion – TWC

T29

Robot-based basketball (RBB)

T63

animal /
creature

mobile robot

Taking into account the total number of articles where robots appeared, humanoid robots were
the most popular (44). In second place were animals / creatures (12) and mobile robots (11). The
popularity of individual robots within the given categories can be seen in Table 4. Considering
only the articles describing the studies with participants without including articles reporting the
general feasibilities of robots, the distribution is very similar, which can be seen in Table 5
showing the values also in percentage.
Table 5. Total number of articles where the given robots appeared
Robot type

All articles

Only articles describing the studies with participants

humanoid

44 (61.97 %)

32 (66.67 %)

animal / creature

12 (16.9 %)

8 (16.67 %)

mobile robot

11 (15.49 %)

6 (12.5 %)

ball-shaped robot

2 (2.82 %)

1 (2.08 %)

other

2 (2.82 %)

1 (2.08 %)

SUM

71

48

3.2. Robots over the years
In order to ensure the best readability of the charts (Figure 3), the presence of robots in the
articles over the years was prepared for types of robots without division into individual robots,
because there are 32 of them. Data labels have been added only for the “animal / creature” on
one chart and “ball-shaped robot” on the second due to the data overlap in the charts. The rest
of the results can be read easily without labels. An interesting relationship can be seen in the
charts. In 2012, seven of the eight articles that featured humanoid robots were theoretical. Since
2014, the number of articles describing research with the use of humanoid robots has been
increasing with each subsequent year until 2018. Mobile and animal-like robots have been used a
similar number of times over the years. However, it can be seen that since 2017, interest in these
types of robots has increased. Data for 2020 should be treated with reserve due to the fact that
the literature search for this technical report ended in April 2020. Therefore, this report most
probably does not cover all publications for 2020. Interestingly, in 2019, in contrast to previous
years, humanoid robots were used almost as often as mobile and animal-like robots.

Figure 3. Number of all articles and only those describing research with the use of robots, broken down
by types of robots

3.3. Robots used for age groups
We assigned each of the 30 studies that reported exact ages or age ranges of the participants to
one of three age groups: (1) preschool age: 2-5 years, (2) primary school age: 6-8 years, (3)
secondary school age: 10-14 years. Due to the large age ranges in some studies we decided to
make the group assignments based on the youngest included child of a study. The ‘preschool age
group’ included 17 studies, the ‘primary school age’ group included nine studies, and the
‘secondary school age’ group included four studies. As shown in Table 6, the robot NAO was
used by eight studies from all age groups with the highest number of studies in the preschool age

group. iRobiQ and CARO were used by three studies and Probo by two studies, but these robots
were only used by studies assigned to the preschool age group. Keepon was used in the
preschool age group (T68) and early school age group (T21). ZECA was only used in school age
(T42, T49, S7).
Table 6. Articles assigned to three age groups based on the age of the youngest included participant. The
third column depicts the robots that were used in the respective studies.
Age group

Article

Robot used

Preschool age (2-5 years)

T9, T16, T37, S6, S8
T23, T26, T32
T51, T55
T5
T6
T13
T19
T20
T36
T37
T68

NAO
iRobiQ, CARO
Probo
Remote-controlled robot
Zoomer Dog
Darwin-Mini, ROMO
Kaspar
SAM
Pleo
Rovio
Keepon

Primary school age (6-8 years)

T14, T50
T21
T24
T42
T53
T56
T58
T72

NAO
Keepon
KiliRo
ZECA
Lego Mindstorms NXT
GIPY-1
FACE
Autonomous social robot

Secondary school age (10-14 years)

T49, S7
T8
T63

ZECA
NAO
Robot-based basketball

4. Intervention
We analysed which skills were taught in robot-based interventions and grouped these skills in
eight skill groups. Take into account that we only included studies with participants here; articles
reporting the general feasibility of a robot to teach certain skills were not included. Table 7
shows the skill groups and skills taught in the respective robot-based intervention studies. The
skill group taught by the highest amount of studies was ‘social interaction: general’ with 18
studies teaching related skills. The skills most often taught were ‘recognition of basic emotions’
by 15 studies and ‘getting into attention’ by ten studies.
Table 7. Skill groups and skills that were taught in the respective robot-based intervention studies. Some
articles are listed twice or more often because they focused on two or more skills.
Skill group

Skills

Articles

Robot used

Social
convention

Greeting skill

T6, T19, T28, T37,
T41, T55, T73

Zoomer dog, Kaspar,
NAO, Rovio, Probo

Social
interaction:
General

Social
interaction:
Initiating

Social
interaction:

Singing (children should learn to
T19, T41, T73
raise their hand when they want to
do sth.)

Kaspar, NAO

Sharing

T6, T55

Zoomer dog, Probo

Social convention: closing

T6

Zoomer dog

Ability to thank

T55

Probo

Basic speech: saying please

T73

NAO

Getting into interaction

T17, T19, T24, T26,
T28, T36, T68, T72,
T77, S2

Darwin-Mini,
ROMO, Kaspar,
KiliRo, iRobiQ,
CARO, Pleo, Keepon,
Autonomous social
robot, Sphero, Labo-1

Turn-taking

T6, T17, T28, T37,
T72, S2, S6

Zoomer dog, DarwinMini, ROMO,
Kaspar, NAO, Rovio,
Autonomous social
robot, Labo-1

Following / imitating movements

T19, T58, S2

Kaspar, FACE, Labo1

Social attention abilities

T2, S6

NAO

Social interaction

T24, T36

KiliRo, Pleo

Child’s engagement in an activity

T13, T20

Darwin-Mini,
ROMO, SAM

Social abilities

T72

Autonomous social
robot

Sensory processing skills

T13

Darwin-Mini, ROMO

Basic eye contact

T32

iRobiQ, CARO

Conversational interaction

T36

Pleo

Socio-emotional behaviors

T13

Darwin-Mini, ROMO

Focus on self-initiated interaction

T17

Darwin-Mini, ROMO

Playing a puzzle game (child needs T16
to ask robot for help)

NAO

Showing asked gestures (child
needs to use a gesture to request
for an object)

T53

Lego Mindstorms
NXT

Eye gaze following

T6, T23

Zoomer dog, iRobiQ,
CARO

Responding

Emotions:
Recognition

Response to a behavioral request

T6, S7

Zoomer dog, ZECA

Response to name

T6

Zoomer dog

Recognition of basic emotions

T9, T14, T17, T19,
T21, T23, T26, T42,
T47, T49, T50, T51,
S4, S7, S8

NAO, Darwin-Mini,
ROMO, Kaspar,
Keepon, iRobiQ,
CARO, ZECA,
Probo, R-50 Alice

Sound making (mapping emotions T68, T77
and sounds)

Keepon, Sphero

Context-emotion association

T9, S8

NAO

Discrimination between thoughts
and emotions

T9

NAO

Reading emotions

T32

iRobiQ,CARO

Emotions:
Expression

Mimic emotions learned in the
robot training

T8, T14, S4, S7, S8

NAO, R-50 Alice,
ZECA

Emotions:
Control

Touching to transfer the robot to
a positive emotional state

T77, T19

Sphero, Kaspar

Adaptive behaviors in situations
associated with anger and sadness

T21

Keepon

Control negative emotions in
social situations

T21

Keepon

Self-care (self cleaning)

T41, T73

NAO,

Cognitive skills

T53

Lego Mindstorms
NXT

Improve learning

T24

KiliRo

Drumming game

T37

NAO, Rovio

Rhythmic upper and lower body
interpersonal synchrony

T37

NAO, Rovio

Moving on a count

T37

NAO, Rovio

Moving on a steady beat

T37

NAO, Rovio

Selecting particular colors

T53

Lego Mindstorms
NXT

Other skills

We analysed the skill groups that were taught by the 30 studies we previously assigned to the
three age groups ‘preschool age’ (2-5 years; 17 studies), ‘primary school age’ (6-8 years; 9 studies),
and ‘secondary school age’ (10-14 years; 4 studies). As shown in Figure 4, the most frequently
taught skill group of the ‘preschool age’ studies was ‘social interaction: general’, followed by

‘emotions: recognition’. Both skill groups were also the most frequently taught in the ‘primary
school age’ intervention studies; however, in this age group ‘emotions: recognition’ was taught by
more studies than ‘social interaction: general’. Three of the four studies of the ‘secondary school
age’ group taught ‘emotions: recognition’, but none of them taught ‘social interaction: general’.
‘Social convention’ was only taught in ‘preschool age’ studies. ‘Emotions: expression’ was taught
by two of the four ‘secondary school age’ studies, but only by a small proportion of the
‘preschool age’ and the ‘primary school age’ studies.

Figure 4. Proportion of studies per age group teaching skills of the respective skill groups.

Figure 4 shows the number of studies using the respective robots for interventions related to the
eight skill groups. The robot NAO was used for the most skill groups, namely 6/8. NAO was
the most frequently used robot for interventions on ‘social convention’, ‘social interaction:
general’, ‘emotions: recognition’, ‘emotions: expression’, and ‘other skills’.
4.1. Emotion recognition
We focused on studies with participants and did not include here articles reporting the general
feasibility of a robot to teach emotions. Nineteen studies provided intervention regarding
emotion recognition. We provide the taught emotions in Table 8. We subsumed ‘happiness’ and
‘joy’, ‘fear’ and ‘scared’, and ‘anger’ and ‘annoyed’, respectively. This results in a total of
seventeen different emotions including the neutral condition that were taught to be recognised
(Table 8). T26 did not specify the taught emotions. The recognition of the emotions
‘happiness/joy’ and ‘sadness’ was most often taught. The recognition of ‘curious’, ‘proud’,
‘pleased’, ‘frustrated’, and ‘nervous’ were only taught by one study each.
Table 8: Emotion recognition taught in robot-based interventions. The third column shows the applied
robots.
Emotion recognition: Emotion taught

Article

Robot used

Happiness/joy

T8, T9, T47, T50, S8
T42, T49, S7
T23, T32

NAO
ZECA
iRobiQ, CARO

T51
T68
T77
T17
T19
S4

Probo
Keepon
Sphero
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
Kaspar
R-50 Alice

Sadness

T8, T9, T47, T50, S8
T42, T49, S7
T23, T32
T51
T77
T17
T19
T21
S4

NAO
ZECA
iRobiQ, CARO
Probo
Sphero
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
Kaspar
Keepon
R-50 Alice

Fear/scared

T8, T9, T14, T47, T50, S8
T42, T49, S7
T68
T77
T17
T19
S4

NAO
ZECA
Keepon
Sphero
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
Kaspar
R-50 Alice

Anger/annoyed

T8, T9, T14, T47, T50, S8
T42, T49, S7
T23, T32
T77
T17
T21

NAO
ZECA
iRobiQ, CARO
Sphero
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
Keepon

Surprised

T42, T49, S7
T23, T32
T17
S4

ZECA
iRobiQ, CARO
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
R-50 Alice

Disgust

T8, T9, T47
T42
T17
S4

NAO
ZECA
ROMO, Darwin-Mini
R-50 Alice

Shy

T23, T32
T47
T17

iRobiQ, CARO
NAO
ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Neutral condition

T8
T42
S4

NAO
ZECA
R-50 Alice

Hungry

T14, T47, T50

NAO

Excited

T68
T17

Keepon
ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Tired

T47

NAO

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Love/hug

T47, T50

NAO

Curious

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Proud

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Pleased

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Frustrated

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Nervous

T17

ROMO, Darwin-Mini

Emotions not specified

T26

iRobiQ, CARO

Figure 5 shows all robots that were used for emotion recognition interventions. The most
different emotions were taught by the robots ROMO and Darwin-Mini, followed by NAO
(Figure 5). The robot Probo was used to teach only two emotions.

Figure 5: Total number of different emotions taught by each robot over all articles of the SLR.

4.2. Emotion expression
Five studies taught the children to produce/imitate specific gestures that express emotions. We
provide the taught emotions in Table 9. We subsumed ‘happiness’ and ‘joy’, ‘fear’ and ‘scared’,
and ‘anger’ and ‘annoyed’, respectively. This results in a total of eight different emotions
including the neutral condition that were taught to be expressed (Table 9). The expression of
‘fear/scared’ was most often taught, namely by all five studies. T14 was the only study to teach
the expression of ‘hungry’. Three different robots were used to teach the expression of emotions:
NAO was used to teach the expression of 7/8 emotions, R-50 Alice was used for 6/8 emotions,
ZECA was used for 5/8 emotions.

Table 9: Emotion expression taught in robot-based interventions. The third column shows the applied
robots.
Emotion expression: Emotion taught

Article

Robot used

Fear/scared

T8, T14, S8
S4
S7

NAO
R-50 Alice
ZECA

Happiness/joy

T8, S8
S4
S7

NAO
R-50 Alice
ZECA

Anger/annoyed

T8, T14, S8
S7

NAO
ZECA

Sadness

T8, S8
S4
S7

NAO
R-50 Alice
ZECA

Disgust

T8
S4

NAO
R-50 Alice

Surprised

S4
S7

R-50 Alice
ZECA

Neutral condition

T8
S4

NAO
R-50 Alice

Hungry

T14

NAO

4.3. Emotion control
Three studies taught the children to control emotions. T19 teached the participants to make the
robot happy again when it is sad. T21 used the robot Keepon to teach the control of sadness and
anger. T77 used the robot Sphero to teach the participants to transfer the robot to a positive
emotional state when touching it.
5. Challenges
We investigated the faced challenges, limitations, and concerns reported by the articles.
5.1. Robot-child interaction
Eight articles reported challenges, limitations, and concerns related to the interaction of children
with the robot during intervention sessions (Table 10).
Table 10: Reported challenges, limitations, and concerns related to robot-child interaction. The third
column provides the names of the robot(s) that were used in the respective articles.
Challenge/Limitation/Concern

Article

Robot used

Concerns that interacting with a robot may be too
complex for a child without the help of a therapist

T26

iRobiQ, CARO

Only one-on-one interaction possible

T2

NAO

Distractors on robot

T2

NAO

No/too little adaptation to therapeutic needs of children

S3

NAO

Challenge to determine the responses of child to training
stimuli

T32

iRobiQ, CARO

Personalizing automated engagement estimation to each
child with autism

S8

NAO

Interaction of children with robot

T42
S4

ZECA
R-50 Alice

Unstructured and unconstrained interactions

S2

Labo-1

Gender of robot affects interaction

S4

R-50 Alice

No multimodal interaction used

S4

R-50 Alice

5.2. Intervention success
Three articles discussed challenges, limitations, and concerns related to the success of robotbased interventions (Table 11).
Table 11: Reported challenges, limitations, and concerns related to intervention success. The third column
provides the names of the robot(s) that were used in the respective articles.
Challenge/Limitation/Concern

Article

Robot used

Emotions cannot be recognised/distinguished well by
participants

T25

NAO, Darwin-Mini

Concerns about intervention success in cases such as a
child-centered approach to teaching or unilateral verbal
expression towards the robot

T26

iRobiQ, CARO

It remains open whether children understood animations
in intervention phase

T51

Probo

5.3. Target group
Six articles reported challenges, limitations, and concerns regarding the target group of children
with ASD (Table 12).

Table 12: Reported challenges, limitations, and concerns related to the target group. The third column
provides the names of the robot(s) that were used in the respective articles.
Challenge/Limitation/Concern

Article

Robot used

Low expressivity of children

T73

NAO

Variability on level of functioning of the children

T73

NAO

Variability on the compliance levels of parents with
training

T37

NAO, Rovio

Limited attention span of children

S3

NAO

Low expressivity of children

T63

Robot-based
basketball
NAO

T73
Tasks are too complex for some children

T53

Lego Mindstorms
NXT
Labo-1

S2
Wearing physiological sensors might be problematic for
some children

T63

Robot-based
basketball

The articles reporting low expressivity of children (T63, T73) as a challenge included both low
functioning and high functioning (T63) or only high functioning participants (T73) with ASD.
The articles reporting that tasks were too complex for some children (T53, S2) included children
with ASD without further assignment to ASD subgroups.
5.4. Methodological issues
Nineteen articles discussed the small sample size and the related limited generalisability of their
findings and three articles discussed limitations related to the heterogeneous sample of
participants. Table 13 depicts the number of participants with ASD and the ASD subgroups for
the respective articles. The 19 articles reporting a small sample size included 1-27 participants
with ASD, respectively. The mean number of participants with ASD was 9.58, the median was 9,
and the standard deviation was 6.84.
Table 13: Articles reporting challenges, limitations, and concerns related to small sample size and
heterogeneous sample, respective number of participants with ASD and included ASD subgroups.
Abbreviations: ASD = autism spectrum disorder; ASD-gen: Participants with ASD without further
assignment to subgroups; HF = high functioning; LF = low functioning.
Challenge/Limitation/Concern

Article

Participants
with ASD

ASD subgroup

Small sample size/limited generalisability of
findings

T2

11

ASD-gen

T5

21

ASD-gen

Heterogeneous sample

T8

1

ASD-gen

T9

14

ASD-gen

T13

3

1 LF, 2 HF

T14

13

LF

T16

8

ASD-gen

T19

2

LF

T20

13

HF

T21

27

ASD-gen

T23

15

ASD-gen

T24

9

ASD-gen

T41

2

ASD-gen

T51

3

ASD-gen

T58

5

ASD-gen

T77

12

ASD-gen

S2

6

ASD-gen

S4

14

6 LF, 8 HF

S7

3

HF

T53

14

ASD-gen

S2

6

ASD-gen

S4

14

6 LF, 8 HF

Three studies (T5, T9, T23) raised limitations related to gender ratio. T5 included 20 males and
one female with ASD, T9 included 12 males and two females with ASD, and T23 included 15
males and no female with ASD. T58 and T73 reported challenges regarding the combination of
robots and emotion recognition. T58 furthermore reported challenges regarding the integration
of data from different sensors. T63 discussed low interrater reliability in determining emotions of
children and the challenge that several affective states could co-occur at different arousal levels.
S2 discussed potential interviewer bias and S8 discussed the potential influence of the
annotators’ cultural background on their annotations. Eleven studies (T6, T9, T13, T18, T20,
T21, T23, T24, T37, T51, S4) discussed further limitations related to study design and
procedures (e.g., problems related to the room where the experiments were carried out, order

of appearance of robots may have influenced results, additional experiments or outcome
measures are warranted, limitations of applied interviews and questionnaires).
6. Recommendations
6.1. Longitudinal studies
In four articles (T26, T32, S8, T54), researchers suggested that longitudinal studies over an
extended time period should be conducted in the future. In two studies (T26, T32) each child
attended eight clinical sessions (each lasted approximately 30–40 min and contained ten trials for
two training interactions). The third study (S8) focused on single day recordings of the children.
The fourth article (T54) is a review and indicates that described studies over a few days or, rarely,
a few weeks or months.
6.2. Study design
In six articles (T5, T9, T14, T21, T23, T37), authors report that additional measures/assessments
should be added in future studies. In two articles, researchers indicate the need to conduct
research also in a different environment, e.g., school or group sessions (T21), research within
clinical facilities, but also in the child's natural environment (T16).
6.3. Course of the intervention sessions
Recommendations regarding the course of the intervention sessions concern interruptions of the
sessions, verbal instructions given to the child and objects used during the interventions. T2
suggested that sessions should be conducted without interruptions. T34 recommended the
wording of the verbal instructions to be short, brief, simple, and concrete. T37 recommended
the inclusion of object-free, creative movement interventions involving rhythm, dance, yoga, and
play therapies into the standard-of-care treatment of children with ASD.
6.4. Participants
This section mainly describes the recommendations on the warranted characteristics of children
participating in studies on robot-based interventions. Researchers indicate that certain motor
skills (T49) and some verbal response capacities (T2) of children are necessary. Some studies (T6,
T32, S7) recommended to include children with ASD with different levels of functioning. In
addition, studies should include a control group of typically developing children (T23, S7). The
articles also included recommendations regarding children's experience with robots or a given
type of therapy. Regarding the children's experience with a robot, opinions are divided: T16
recommended that children should not have previous experience with a robot, so as to rule out
the familiarity effect (the participants of that study had previous experience with the robot).
However, T53 even recommended a familiarisation phase, where the children can freely explore
the robot in order to reduce anxiety levels and make the robot more attractive. In case of Pivotal
Response Treatment (PRT) therapy, testing participants who have no or limited experience with
this type of therapy to minimize the floor effect observed in the average percentage of required
prompts, is indicated (T16). The final two recommendations concern the course of the session
and the reporting of the results: Researchers recommended to increase the number of trials per
participant to reduce between-participant variance (T16). When describing the results,
characteristics of the participant group should be provided (T9).

6.5. Engaging of children
In one article, researchers suggest that future research should develop diverse training activities
that can sustain children's engagement over prolonged training durations (T37). However, in
several others, researchers suggest not only ways to engage children, but also possibilities how to
measure engagement. The engagement-related suggestions apply both to robots and the reward
systems. According to T14, a real social robot is more engaging than an animated one. Another
study (T63) found that affect-adaptive gameplay with a robot was more engaging and showed
more liking in comparison with non-adaptive gameplay. Regarding rewards, in one study, a
reinforcement (snacks or access to toys) was offered by the teacher at the end of each pretest,
post test and training session (T14). Other researchers suggest reward systems should be more
elaborate and customized to individual subjects’ needs, interests, and social abilities (T23). As
measurement tools, researchers propose Modified Fogg’s Behavioral Model (MFBM) to
demonstrate the motivation, i.e., level of engagement shown by the children while interacting
with a robot (T18, T73). In another study researchers presented initial design schemes of the
robotic framework for initiating and estimation engagement (S1). A musical stimulus was be used
for initiating engagement. The system needs to be able to detect emotional and social states of a
child. Once perceived, it is imperative that the robotic system displays appropriate expressive
behaviors and stimulating motions to engage a child emotionally and socially. Researchers use
RGB-D depth sensors (e.g. Microsoft Kinect) to monitor the physical activities of a child to
estimate the social engagement.
6.6. Robots - NAO, Darwin-Mini, ZECA, Probo, Pleo
The articles collected experiences with the use of individual robots, which may be a guide for
future research applying robots for interventional purposes. In one of the studies (T25), a system
to teach five of the six universal emotions was developed, i.e., sadness, anger, happiness, fear,
and surprise (disgust was not investigated). The researchers created an emotional gesture set that
has been performed on the NAO and the Darwin-Mini robots. In order to find out how well the
set of gestures can be recognised, they conducted a pilot study with able-bodied adults.
Participants were supposed to observe the gestures produced by robots and determine what
emotion they were attempting to portray. The relatively simple robot (Darwin-Mini) was able to
express happiness better while the more advanced robot (NAO) was able to express sadness
better. The study participants had difficulty differentiating between some emotions expressed by
the NAO robot: Happiness and surprise were commonly confused with one another, as were
fear and sadness. NAO expresses happiness through speedily raising his arms above his head,
forming a wide “V” with his arms and sways from side to side energetically. Surprise is
represented by very abruptly holding both arms, shoulder length apart, above his head and back
into the neutral pose after a few seconds. To represent sadness, NAO either crouches down
towards the ground with one arm outstretched and the other hand shielding his face or crouches
down towards the ground with both hands covering his face while shaking uncontrollably. To
express sadness, NAO either bends his knees slightly, leans forwards, and brings his hands up
toward his face while shaking his head slowly from side to side or bends his knees, and slowly
shakes his head in the crook of his bended arm while the other arm is flat at his side. Therefore,
when creating future gesture sets, the focus should be on a better differentiation between these
emotion sets.

In another study, using the Darwin-Mini robot (T34), researchers also make
recommendations on the gestures that represent emotions performed by the robot. Happiness
and Sadness got higher scores because of the clear design features. For Happiness, the robot
body is open, positive and free with hands waving and eyes looking up. For Sadness, the robot is
bent down with banging its head against its hands and touching its eyes. However, there are
some features making them confusing, such as the fast moving arms which make people also feel
the robot is angry. For Anger, the arms are in a defensive position and eyes are looking into the
air, while a few people feel it is bragging. Last, covering the eyes, defending itself makes it fear.
However, shielding its face makes people feel it is surprised. High recognition rates were
achieved, but more efforts are needed to adjust the robot body expressions in such a way that
they would be perceived consistently among participants. Moreover, the emotion expressed is
not exactly like that in real life, since expression in real life is subtler. To express emotion more
authentically, the motions should be smaller.
Another study using the NAO robot (T41) adopted Kansei Engineering due to its unique
mechanism in extracting implicit feeling and emotion. Kansei Engineering is a product
development methodology that translates customers' and users' feelings, impressions, and
emotions into concrete design parameters [4]. There are several ways to measure Kansei: words,
psychological reaction (heart rate, EMG, EEG), behavior, facial and body expression. Kansei
words are determined by the field. They are collected from all possible sources where words are
used to describe the product field. Often included are: magazines, literature, manuals, experts,
experienced users, ideas, imaginations [5]. Researchers collected the Kansei words related to
humanoid-robot interaction and children with ASD from past literature involving the use of
robots for intervention and then arranged into a checklist form using five point semantic
differential scales. Examples of words include: attractive, depressing, and stimulating. In the
instances where a child is unable to fill in the Kansei checklist, the teacher observes and fills in
the checklist while the child is involved in the interaction. Results showed the highest score for
almost all the positive emotions in the module “Let’s Sing a Song!” when the robot NAO was
singing and dancing. Additionally, researchers noted on the video footage review that the
children were showing a more apparent emotional response while the robot talked or made hand
gestures.
The study that used the ZECA robot (called the Zeno R-50 there) (T42) consisted of
eight stages. Stage 3, 5, and 7 were the main experiment game. For each game stage, a sequence
of 13 emotions was randomly shown by Zeno. After showing each emotion, Zeno would resume
a neutral pose and wait for the child’s response. The child's task was to predict/guess what
emotion the robot is trying to show. It was a comparative study testing how children diagnosed
with ASD vs. TD children can recognize emotion expressions as shown by a humanoid robot.
Researchers also studied the effect of using body gestures by the robot on the expression
recognition predictions of children. In total, 37 animations were used. Nineteen of these
consisted of only facial expressions, including a neutral expression. The other 18 animations
were each based on the gesture mimicry of 18 human actors. The animations were developed to
closely mimic the expressions of the actors’ facial and upper body expressions with the available
degrees of freedom, because researchers have not developed software for Zeno’s lower body
kinematics at the moment. Addition of gestures for Happy greatly lowered the guess accuracy in
both groups. This is due to the fact that the gestures could represent more than one emotion,
e.g., happiness and surprise when meeting an unexpected friend. However, a significant

improvement was shown for Disgust in the ASD group but not TD when gestures were added.
Since the robot lacks the ability to show nose wrinkler, it is understandable why Disgust had a
low recognition rate for facial expression. Also, a significant improvement was shown in Fear
recognition for the TD group but not the ASD group. The TD group was able to greatly benefit
from the incorporation of gestures for Fear by incrementing from a 12% to a 66% accuracy.
Although the ASD group slightly improved with the addition of gestures for Fear, the increment
is not comparable to that found by the TD group. The improvement difference was so dramatic
that this proved to be the only skill significantly differentiating the ASD vs TD groups. Through
these findings they demonstrated that a general impairment in expression recognition for
children with ASD should not be assumed when designing SAR (Socially Assistive Robotics)
therapies for them. Instead, each emotion should be evaluated individually. The researchers
showed that the use of gestures can significantly impact the prediction accuracy of both children
with ASD and TD children in a negative or positive manner depending on the emotion.
Although the children with ASD did not show any significant impairment for correctly labeling
most expressions, future work should investigate whether the children can truly identify the
emotional meaning connected to the label and visual cue. To test this, for example the child can
be asked to make up a short story explaining why the robot may be showing such emotion
expression. As this may prove difficult for some children to do, the use of electro dermal activity
to identify if the child associates the expression with an emotion can also be explored.
One of the studies using the Probo robot (T51) had two phases, one phase consisted of
watching a video that was played on Probo's belly representing a situation that generates an
emotion followed by a neutral facial expression of the robot (Phase A: exposure to Probo's
neutral face), and the other phase was identical to the first one, with the difference that the video
was followed by facial expression of the robot with the right emotion (Phase B: exposure to
Probo's active face). The emotion recognition performance was recorded for each participant in
two phases. In each exposure, the participant had to recognize one of the two emotions, i.e.,
happiness or sadness, from an animation in which something positive or negative was happening
with Probo. To assess their performance in each task, a binary scale was used, i.e., correct or
wrong recognition of the emotion suggested by each animation. The results show that the
performance of participants improved when Probo's active face was used, compared with the
phase where Probo expressed a neutral face. Additionally, using Probo's active face has similar
effects in increasing the emotion recognition performance of both happiness and sadness.
In the second study using the Probo robot (T55), the main experimenter together with
the child’s therapist and parents identified a specific social skill deficit. Then, they selected the
following target skills: “sharing toys” (for two participants), saying “thank you” and saying
“hello”. An individualized Social Story was developed for each of the skills. In one phase of the
study, Probo was telling a story. The robot also expressed the emotions that were included in the
story, i.e., happiness and sadness, and moved its head, eyes and trunk. After the robot had told
the story, the child had to exercise the social ability described above that was targeted in the
story. The story is played on the robot without interruption, so the therapist cannot stop the
story when necessary. Accordingly, researchers recommend introducing more interactive stories,
so that the robot can respond to the actions and the reactions of a child during the presentation
of the social stories. Moreover, the two therapists involved in this study offered valuable
feedback on the design of the robot. The size of the robot (80 cm) appears to be appropriate for
interaction with children as is the relative size of the head compared to the body so it is easy for

the children to focus their attention on the facial expressions. The face area (eyes and mouth) is
not really a triangle, but rather a rectangle, which probably needs more attention resources than a
triangle does. Also, it was suggested that a shorter trunk would increase the visibility of the facial
expressions of Probo, so the mouth would be more visible to the children when the trunk is in
the down position. Therapists did not make any remarks or negative reactions to the green color
of Probo’s coat. A demonstration was held for the other children of the autism center and the
researchers observed that even those children who had problems with touching and being
touched, were able to touch and interact with the robot at the end of the session.
In another study (T36), the researchers used the commercially marketed, toy dinosaur
robot Pleo they modified to play pre-recorded, synchronized motor and audio behaviors,
triggered through the robot’s infrared receiver by a television remote control. The robot
continuously performed varying waiting behaviors (termed ‘idling’ in the paper), shifting its body
weight, looking around the room, occasionally muttering or humming to itself. In order to instill
a belief that the robot was capable of rich social interaction, the robot expressed positive (e.g.,
excitement and joy) and negative (disappointment or dislike) affect and attention to particular
objects using non-linguistic vocalizations (e.g., “Ooooohh!” to indicate interest in an object, and,
“Awwww” to indicate disappointment), head turns, and/or body movements. The researchers
chose non-linguistic vocalisations instead of speech because they lacked an interface for
spontaneous unplanned speech production. Therefore, they designed the robot to preemptively
avoid children asking the robot to express thoughts beyond its affective or attentional state. To
make the interaction more enjoyable, they chose a cartoonish vocal character, designed a happy
dance to express elation, and offered participants a chance to pet the robot. Researchers studied
only children with high functioning ASD, primarily because they expected that lower functioning
children who, by definition, have greater difficulty with language and lower cognitive
functioning, would be more difficult to restrict to largely non-tactile interaction with the robot.
For younger or lower-functioning children, they suggest that more robust robotic platforms
should be used.
The last two paragraphs refer to theoretical articles. One article (S3) presents the
proposed experimental layout of a preliminary test to observe the initial response and behavior
of children with ASD when they are exposed to the humanoid robot NAO. The robot can be
controlled by the program using Windows, MAC OS, and even Linux. The authors presented the
tool Choregraphe that allows even complicated behavior to be programmed easily through its
user-friendly GUI. This is valuable, because non-technical experts will be able to use NAO to
execute pre-programmed behaviors using this software. Choregraphe also allows users to create
new, predefined motions using the Python programming language.
Nine years ago, the authors of a review article regarding robots for use in research on
ASD (T54) described that before robots can become autonomous units in therapeutic
interactions, beyond detecting and responding to user actions, they must be able to sense the
moods and preferences of users and adjust their behavior in real time to these factors. At that
time, the authors point out that some systems that identify mental and emotional states from
physiological and behavioral data have already been proposed, but more work in this area is
needed before robots can reliably respond to users’ moods and preferences.

6.7. Learning gestures
The researchers of T14 developed a robot-based intervention in which a social robot, NAO,
taught children with ASD how to recognize (Phase I) and produce (Phase II) eight pantomime
gestures that express feelings and needs that are commonly used in daily life. It is crucial to teach
children with ASD the meanings of emotional gestures before asking them to imitate the
gestures. Gestures had consistency rates of 70% or above. Each gesture lasted for three to four
seconds. The robot gestured while narrating scenarios. Besides verbal narration, the scenarios
were visually displayed on the laptop screen, which was placed next to NAO. Two pictures were
drawn for each scenario and they were presented sequentially as NAO narrated the
corresponding scenes. The intervention program lasted for 12 weeks (with each phase lasting for
six weeks). Four sets of narrations (S1, S2, S3, S4), each set containing eight different scenarios
describing the use of the eight gestures, were designed for each phase. One of its scenarios for an
ANGRY gesture was: “Sister is playing with a toy car with her brother. She breaks it. Brother
feels angry and he does this”. Each scenario contained two to three sentences. The four
scenarios for the same gesture shared a similar length but contained different contents. Each
phase consisted of four pre-tests, one for each set of narrations (S1, S2, S3, S4), four training
sessions (two training sessions for S1 and S2, with two sessions per week), four immediate posttests that were the same as the pre-tests, and the same follow-up post-tests after two weeks. The
post-tests for S1 and S2 assessed the training effects, while those for S3 and S4 assessed the
generalization effects. Each session lasted for approximately 30 min.
Results of the study suggest that the participants might not have been able to generalize the
acquired gestural production skills when interacting with human beings. Results showed that
participants performed more poorly in Phase II than in Phase I. Perhaps it is more difficult for
children with ASD to master the gestural production skills than the gestural recognition skills.
Gestural production requires gestural recognition as well as fine motor skills. Therefore, it might
take more than four training sessions to equip the participants in the intervention group with the
necessary gestural production skills. The authors suggested that future studies should provide the
children with ASD with more training sessions regarding gestural production.
6.8. Learning outcomes
In study T14, described in the previous section 6.7., researchers concluded it should be
investigated whether or not the learning outcomes can be maintained for a longer period of time
(i.e., beyond two weeks). In order to examine this, they recommend observations of the
behaviors of the participants in schools and at home for an extended period of time. In another
study (T56), researchers came to similar conclusions. They said further experiments are needed
to investigate the repeatability and durability of the effects. The study examined the role of a
mobile robot named “GIPY-1” in the context of social and emotional interaction of a child with
ASD with a third person, namely a therapist. The three-pronged interaction among the child
with ASD, the robot and the therapist was investigated in spontaneous, free game play by means
of a multimodal approach. The researchers analysed the interaction between the robot and the
child using different criteria such as eye contact (looking at the robot), manipulation (operating
with the robot), touch (touching the robot without manipulating it), and posture (changing
postural position towards the robot). The criteria researchers have chosen represent the state of
the child’s cognitive processes, as expressed by the interest the child exhibits towards the robot
in spontaneous, free game play. Once this state is established, the child develops a triadic relation

with the robot and the therapist, thereby displaying enjoyment, which is a positive emotion. This
expression appears when the child interacts with the therapist using the robot. Positive emotion
is quasi absent when the child interacts with the mobile robot on a standalone basis.
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